
The Magic Sorting Tutorial

Chapter 1: The Magic of Sorting

Imagine you're a young wizard at the Magic Academy, and you've just received your first deck of

magic cards. Each card has stars on it, from 1 to 10. But oh no! The cards are all mixed up, and

your magical pet, Sparky, wants to see the cards in order, from the least to the most stars.

Chapter 2: Bubble Sort - The Bubbling Cauldron

Magic Spell: Bubble Sort

Imagine you have a magical cauldron that can bubble up cards. You and Sparky cast a spell to

make the cauldron bubble. Each time it bubbles, the cauldron compares two cards. If the first card

has more stars than the second, they swap places. The cauldron keeps bubbling until all the cards

are in perfect order.

Chapter 3: Selection Sort - The Selective Gnome

Magic Spell: Selection Sort

In this spell, you summon a selective gnome. The gnome walks through your cards to pick the

smallest card and places it at the beginning. The gnome repeats this, always finding the next

smallest card and moving it to the right spot until all your cards are sorted.

Chapter 4: Merge Sort - The Conjuring Wizards
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Magic Spell: Merge Sort

For this powerful spell, you summon two wizards. You split your deck into two smaller decks and

give one to each wizard. They magically sort their smaller decks. Then, they come together,

combining their decks card by card, to make one big sorted deck!

Chapter 5: The Grand Sorting Ceremony

Now that you've learned these magical spells, Sparky is so happy to see the cards in order! You've

become a master sorter at the academy, and even the head wizard is impressed by your skills.

Final Thoughts

Remember, young wizard, the magic of sorting isn't just about putting things in order. It's about

understanding your tools, choosing the right spell for the task, and learning from each experience.

Keep practicing, stay curious, and always cherish the journey.


